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Abstract: This paper is inspired by the dichotomy in the characteristics of the terms *ahl al-ḍimma* ‘people under protection’ designating the religious groups under the protection of an Islamic administration, and *ahl al-kitāb* ‘people of the Book’ used for the religious groups who have a revealed scripture (the Old or New Testaments, the Avesta) in the modern literature on Islam, where the prevailing narrative sees them as two separate terms whereas some studies point to their near synonymy. Our study is based on the behaviour of the two concepts in works of classical Arabic literature (based on the CLAUDia historical corpus of Arabic). On the grounds of the collocations connected with the two concepts, the data supports the thesis of two distinct terms with rather little contextual overlap, where *ahl al-ḍimma* is used mainly for practical and formal aspects of the life of the above-described people within Islamic society, and *ahl al-kitāb* serves as a designation of the representatives of opposing religions in theological debates.
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The designation *ahl al-ḍimma* is used in Islamic civilization as a designation of those people who for some reason enjoy the protection of the ruling Islamic authorities. The word *ḍimma* means protection, and *ahl* is a common way of describing a group of people with some common attribute.¹ It is generally considered a “medieval construct by the Muslim state to provide protection for

¹ Thus, one can find *ahl al-ʕilm* ‘the people of science, scientists’, *ahl al-Dimašq* ‘people of Damascus, the inhabitants of Damascus’, *ahl al-janna* ‘people of Paradise, those who (will) enter Paradise’, *ahl al-luġa* ‘people of language, linguists’, etc.
minorities and one should add that in order to qualify for such a construct, one had to fulfill certain prerequisites, such as being a member of the *ahl al-kitāb*.

The term *ahl al-kitāb*, ‘people of the Book’, stands for those religious minorities that have a canonical book. It covers primarily monotheistic religions (Jews and Christians, with the Old and New Testaments), but is applicable to Zoroastrians (with the Avesta), too. In the Quran itself (Q 22:17), four religions are named. While the major religions (Judaism, Christianity) are clearly distinguishable, the Sabians (as-Šābiʿān) and (most probably) Zoroastrians (al-Maḡūs) are only vaguely mentioned in the Quran, and their real status remains unclear. It can also be expected that the attitudes of the majority society differed in respect of these religious groups.

Both concepts are clearly meant for the same or almost the same groups of people. Only those individuals who belonged to *ahl al-kitāb* could become part of *ahl al-ḏīmma*, usually by means of a contract (‘ahd al-ḏīmma). This means that the overlap between the two must have been considerable.

The question of the different usage of these two concepts then naturally arises. A frequent trend in the Western literature, however, keeps these two designations distinct. Even the Encyclopaedia of Islam offers two entries on *ḏīmma*, the first one concentrating on the historical part, the other on the legal aspects of the concept. A somewhat tighter connection between the two concepts can be seen in the first article, but even here, this connection is not overemphasized. This holds also for the *ahl al-kitāb*, where one can find a reference to the legal aspect of these people under *ḏīmma* (and *gīzya*, the tax paid by *ahl al-kitāb*). Though other such examples can be added, most studies keep the question of the relation between the two concepts apart, as they deal only with the aspects of one of the two concepts. On the other hand, there are also examples that do not consider the borders between the two concepts as clear cut, and stress the fact that both concepts deal with the same people. Here,

---

2 KARIM, Karim H., EID, Mahmoud. Re-imagining the Other. In EID, Mahmoud, KARIM, Karim H. *Re-Imagining the Other. Culture, Media and Western-Muslim Intersections*, p. 222.


probably the best example is in Wilde – McAuliffe,⁶ where the two phrases are labelled as nearly synonymous in post-Quranic times.

This dichotomy led us to the question of how these concepts are treated in classical Arabic literature. We will be interested in the usage of the two terms in the literature, especially in their collocational behaviour and their mutual relation.

For the purpose of this study, we used the historical corpus of Arabic CLAUDia (Corpus Linguae Arabicae Diachronicum). This corpus contains approx. 420 million words, and covers practically the whole time span of writings in Arabic, since the 7th century until the middle of the 20th century. The corpus consists of approx. 2,000 works, which are included in the corpus in their entirety. From the chronological point of view, the distribution corresponds very well to the common image of the history of Arabic literature, with a gradual increase in the number of titles from the beginning, until the peak in the 14th century, followed by a decline especially in the 17th and 18th centuries and a subsequent revival in the 19th century. As such, it should be able to offer a sufficient sample of Arabic literary production to judge the usage and possible overlap of the two concepts. It should be borne in mind that the character of Arabic literature, especially in the earlier periods, is rather Islam-oriented, which should help in the investigation of the two terms, clearly connected with the teaching and life of Islamic society.

While the second phrase is very common in the Quran (31 times), the mention of ahl al-ḏimmā is secondary. It is not attested in the Quran itself; the root ḏimm appears here in different meanings (Q 9:8, 9:10, 17:18, 17:22, 26:54, 68:49). It is obvious that the concept of ahl al-ḏimmā is secondary in our data, the earliest attestation coming from Ibn Sirin (d. 110/728), but the phrase is obviously already established and usage points to a commonly understood concept.⁷

Both collocations can be considered very prominent and the frequency of their occurrence in the texts is high. They certainly cannot match such phrases as rasūlu ʿllāhi (‘messenger of God’, an epithet of Muhammad), where the total amount approaches cca 1.3 million occurrences in our corpus, but this is a

---


⁷ The early stages are studied e.g. by HOYLAND, R. The Earliest Attestation of the Dhimma of God and His Messenger and the Rediscovery of P.Nessana 77 (60s AH/680 CE). In SADEGHI, B., AHMED, A. Q., SILVERSTEIN, A., HOYLAND, R. (eds.). Islamic Cultures, Islamic Contexts. Essays in Honor of Professor Patricia Crone, 2015, pp. 51–71; the concept itself must already have emerged by the 7th century CE.
central concept in Islamic society. Should we consider only the phrases that occur in connection with ahl, then ahl al-kitāb (24,380x) is second in frequency after ahl al-ʿilm (‘people of science, scientists’, 33,135x), and ahl al-ḥimm (6,893x) stands between ahl al-bayt (‘people of the House’, mostly ‘relatives of Muhammad’, 7,138x) and ahl miṣr (‘people of Egypt, Egyptians’ 6,667x). When compared with the individual words, then ahl al-kitāb has a similar frequency of occurrence to mamlaka ‘kingdom’ (24,378x) or ṭibb ‘medicine’ (24,281x); in the case of ahl al-ḥimm, we find words like ʾiǧtihād ‘effort’ (6,849), or ǧamād ‘solid; inorganic body’ (6,865x). It is clear that both concepts belonged to the central ones in Arabo-Islamic society.

The distribution of both terms on a chronological axis is given in Table I. The distribution is shown in respective centuries, and the figures show their usage in absolute figures, then how many times the individual term occurs per million words (this is in order to be able to better compare the actual frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cent.</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>FPM</th>
<th>NoA</th>
<th>UpA</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>FPM</th>
<th>NoA</th>
<th>UpA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>39.20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>86.30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>26.22</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>10.30</td>
<td>1398</td>
<td>62.46</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>13.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>10.99</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>2676</td>
<td>69.53</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>21.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>14.61</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>46.57</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>15.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>12.68</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>54.42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>32.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>10.79</td>
<td>2579</td>
<td>57.82</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>32.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1069</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>4412</td>
<td>78.45</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>37.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>2725</td>
<td>51.06</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>39.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13.81</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>47.09</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>27.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.53</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>24.42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>22.86</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>63.04</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>34.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>2191</td>
<td>113.09</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>33.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>8.30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>28.94</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Chronological distribution of the occurrence of the terms. Freq – frequency in absolute figures; FPM – frequency per million words; NoA – number of authors using the term; UpA – average usage per author.
in texts), plus the number of authors who actually employ those terms. This should ensure that it is possible to decide whether there is not just one big treatise on the topic that covers most of the usages, or that the usage is common with more authors. The table demonstrates that the number of authors who used the two terms was high: the number of authors who used the term *ahl al-kitāb* reached 901 (excluding 35 titles of periodicals) and *ahl al-ḍimma* was used by 596 authors (excluding 32 titles of periodicals). The list of authors who used these terms most often is available in the supplement.

Table I clearly shows that both terms were very popular throughout the history of Islam. From the point of view of the frequency per million, we can see that for *ahl al-ḍimma*, it was relatively most common in the 8th century CE, then in decreasing frequency in the 10th century to increase again in the 11th century, but in the remaining period its frequency oscillated between 20 and 10, i.e. in lower ranks than before. The other term, *ahl al-kitāb*, displays a slightly different run of the curve, with rather high peaks in the 8th, 14th, and especially 20th centuries. This is illustrated in Fig. I, where the different peaks are clearly visible. Such a difference already points to the difference in the usage of the two terms.

![Figure I. Chronological comparison of the occurrences of *ahl al-ḍimma* and *ahl al-kitāb*](image)

None of the information on the frequency tells us much about the usage of the words. In linguistics in general, such types of distance or closeness of words can be studied under the heading of synonymity and collocation. It is generally assumed that words similar in meaning tend to appear in a similar environment
of other words, in a similar context. The difference in the context can be used for finding different meanings of homonymy or polysemy.\(^8\)

Such approaches can use various types of methods, based on psychological or cognitive experiments, general taxonomy of terms, or the meaning derived from the context.\(^9\) As we will take the advantage of a corpus of Arabic, we can use the context in real texts as the basis of our research. In order to investigate the behaviour of the two phrases, we will analyze the immediate context of the terms, where we will look at the neighboring two words of the terms from both sides. The technique based on n-grams and collocational windows will be used.\(^10\) This type of approach can be described as quantitative, as it does not take into consideration e.g. syntactic boundaries.

The length of the n-gram can play an important role. Bigrams show only the behaviour of immediate collocations, such as *minor changes*, but fail to find a phrase such as *notify minor changes*, for which the minimum of a trigram is necessary. Should the n-gram be too big, it can mislead us as many of the words may appear in a different syntactic domain, which would work in favour of more frequent words.

We have decided to work with a window showing five elements at a time. This means that we have at our disposal a window consisting of five elements taken directly from the text, i.e. two words before the item, then the item under investigation itself, and two more words after the item. As we are already working with bigrams (both terms consist of two words), in reality, we are using

---

\(^8\) KLEIN, D. E., MURPHY, G. L. The Representation of Polysemous Words. In *Journal of Memory and Language*, 2001, Vol. 45, No 2, pp. 259−282 – the authors clearly show the role of context variation for a decision on the particular meaning of a word in a given context; BERGLER, S. The semantics of collocational patterns for reporting verbs. In *EACL '91: Proceedings of the fifth conference on European chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics*, April 1991, pp. 216−221 – example of how the context can be used for determining grammatical information (distinction of verbs in a text). This points to the importance of contextual information for a variety of research questions.


\(^10\) GABLASSOVA, D., BREZINA, V., McENERY, T. Collocations in Corpus-Based Language Learning Research: Identifying, Comparing, and Interpreting the Evidence. In *Language Learning*, 2017, Vol. 67, No. S1, pp. 155−179 – example of the way of defining the word windows and how these can be used in language learning based on the exploitation of a linguistic corpus.
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a hexagram, but the context on each side consists of two words only.\(^{11}\) Such an extent should be able to capture collocations that are loose enough, and not to allow the most frequent words to skew the image too much.\(^{12}\)

It should also be noted that we are not trying to find a type of synonymy such that could be (at least in most cases) used for a lexicographical definition of the terms, but rather for mapping the usage of the terms based on the contexts. One has to remember, too, that the two terms rather belong to an area of free collocation, which means that we can find both of them in a wide range of contexts.

That is why we will concentrate on the quantitative aspects of the question and compare the words that collocate with the two concepts most frequently. Should the two concepts be in a relation of synonymy or near synonymy, they should share the same neighbourhood, at least to a considerable extent. Lack of such overlap is generally interpreted as lack of synonymity.

For this purpose, the sets of items neighbouring both phrases were investigated. Each set had to be cleaned of unnecessary information (grammatical words, stop words),\(^{13}\) and as a result, the subsets of items most frequent in both sets were confronted. As the phrases are different in their frequency, we used a percentual information for the most common phrases to normalize the collocations and enable the comparison of the two sets. The lowest co-occurrence was set arbitrarily to at least 1.7 per cent, i.e. a collocation of the concept and a certain word must occupy at least 1.7 percent of the whole occurrences with the concept. From this sample, the percentual information is derived.

The results are summarized in Figures II and III. In Figure II, the disjunct contexts are given; the contexts are ordered according to their connection with one of the two concepts, i.e. according to the difference in usage of the respective concepts. Only the concepts most relevant to the respective concepts are included in the graph.

\(^{11}\) To give a clear example, in a sentence *man aslama min ahl al-ḍimma ʿaṣqalu-hum fī bayt al-māl* (‘those who converted to Islam from ahl al-ḍimma are the most clever in the House of Wealth’) we get the chunk *aslama min ahl al-ḍimma ʿaṣqalu-hum fī*.

\(^{12}\) In Arabic, it is impossible to avoid Allāh, which is the most frequent content word in practically all textual collections, and so its collocation with any lexeme will be naturally high. However, other frequent words such as *muslim* will certainly appear.

\(^{13}\) It makes no sense here to investigate the relation of the term *ʿahl al-ḍimma* with e.g. prepositions. The example in note 10, however, shows that the percentage of grammatical words or stopwords can be rather high, close to 50 per cent. These instances were omitted from our analysis.
Figure II. Most important disjunct collocations of both concepts.

The results comparing the collocations disjunct to both concepts show that those terms most common with one of the concepts are not so common with the other one.¹⁴ These types of collocations can be grouped together quite reasonably:

- **ahl al-ḏimma** collocations: the concentration of terms such as ‘testimony’ (root šḥd), ‘property’ (mwl), ‘authority’ (ḥkm), ‘allowed’ (ḡwz), ‘tax’ (ḡz), ‘tithe’ (ṣr), ‘law’ (ḥqq), ‘protection’ (ḏmm), ‘business’ (tǧr) point to a rather formal group of terms, connected with life (both private and public) in Islamic societies and regulations connected with it; it is these that are subject to authority, have to pay taxes and tithes, obey laws and can do business with; these people have to obey regulations;

- **ahl al-kitāb** collocations: the concepts like ‘believe’ (ʾmn), ‘unbelief’ (kfr), ‘polytheism’ (šrk), ‘knowledge’ (cīlm), ‘book’ (ktb), and ‘debate’ (ḏdl) can be interpreted as terms connected with theological questions connected with the (hierarchical) coexistence of the religions in question, the extent of unbelief

¹⁴ As pointed out above, words like Allāh will occur with most of the lexemes in Arabic due to their high frequency. In our set, this also clearly concerns words on the base of the root slm, such as muslim, islām, etc.
or polytheism of those religions; with these people you can debate questions of faith and religion.

The next Figure III compares the contexts where both terms exhibit overlap in their contexts.

**Figure III. Overlapping collocations of both concepts**

In the case of overlapping contexts, the frequencies of occurrences are much lower: we are dealing with the range between 0.45 and 2.41, i.e. within a range which would be excluded in the case of disjunct contexts. The number of contexts where the two concepts meet is also much lower than in the case of the disjunct category (6 to 21). The two concepts overlap at ‘marriage 1’ (zwg), ‘controversy’ (kJf), ‘truth’ (ṣdq), ‘marriage 2’ (ňkh), ‘Christian’ (nṣr) and ‘Hadith’ (ḥḏt).

In this case, it is certainly much more difficult to group these terms according to the axis mentioned above, i.e. life and its regulations in Islamic society as opposed to theological disputations. One can successfully argue for both poles in all the items given here. On the other hand, the low frequency of the co-occurrences points to the marginal character of these collocations.

**Conclusion**

Our data seems not to support the thesis of near-synonymy. On the contrary, based on purely quantitative analysis, it seems that the two concepts, *ahl al-ḏimma* and *ahl al-kitāb*, exhibit only a small degree of overlap (unlike in the
case of synonyms), and act in discourse as two rather distinct terms, the first of them is used as a label for groups of people with certain regulations of their lives within Islamic society, the latter one is mostly used for the designation of practically the same group of people in theological disputations among the coexistent religions.
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Supplement

The highest numbers of occurrences of *ahl al-kitāb* (exceeding 100 usages) were found in these authors:

1071x by Muḥammad Rašīd Riḍā (d. 1354/1865); 961x by Maḥmūd ibn ‘Abd Allāh al-Ālūsī (d. 1270/1854); 893x by Ibn Taymiya (d. 728/1328); 855x by Abū Ḥa’far Muḥammad ibn Ḥaḍīr al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/922); 851x by Faḥr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 606/1210); 685x by ʿIsmāʿīl ībīn ʿUmar ibn Kathīr (d. 774/1368); 657x by al-Suyūṭī (d. 911/1505); 576x by Maġallat al-Manār (d. 852/1448); 522x by al-Bāqawi (d. 510/1122); 464x by Ibn Qayyīm al-Ḥanbalī (d. 775/1373); 410x by Muḥammad al-Šawkānī (d. 1250/1839); 408x by Maḥmūd ibn Aḥmad ibn Māṣā al-ʿAynī (d. 855/1451); 353x by Burhān al-Dīn al-Buqāʿī (d. 885/1480); 336x by al-Bayhaqī (d. 320/1066); 325x by ‘Alā ad-Dīn al-Ḥāzin (d. 741/1341); 306x by Abū al-Rahmān ibn al-Ḥaḍīr (d. 597/1201); 292x by Bāḍr al-Dīn al-ʿAynī (ʿAnṭābī) al-Hanafī (d. 855/1451); 281x by Niẓām al-Dīn Ḥasan al-Nīṣābūrī (d. 850/1328); 279x by Ibn Abī Ḥātim al-Tamīmī (d. 327/939); 275x by Šams al-Dīn al-Qurtubī (d. 671/1272); 263x by Muḥammad ibn Idrīs al-Shāfīʿī (d. 204/819); 262x by Makkī ibn Abī Ṭālib (d. 437/1045);
250x by Muḥammad Abū al-Suʿūd al-ʿImādī (d. 982/1574); 219x by ʿAbd al-Razzāq al-Ṣanʿānī (d. 211/826); 216x by al-Zamaḥšarī (d. 538/1144); 215x by Muḥammad ibn Muḥammad al-Ḥaṭīb al-Ṣirbīnī (d. 977/1569); 214x by Ibn ʿAṭīya al-Andalusī (d. 542/1148); 201x by Abū al-Laʿīq as-Samarqandī (d. 373/983); 197x by al-Nawawī (d. 676/1277); 197x by ibn ʿAbd al-Barr al-Namarī al-Qurtūbī (d. 463/1071); 168x by Abū al-Barakāt al-Nasaffī (d. 710/1310); 161x by Ahmad ibn ʿAlī al-Gaṣṣāṣ al-Rāzī (d. 370/981); 154x by ʿAbdallāh ibn ʿUmar Abū l-Ḥaṣr Nāṣir ad-Dīn al-Baṭūdī (d. 685/1290); 154x by Muḥammad Nawawī al-Ḡawṭī (d. 1316/1898); 151x by Abu ʿl-Ḥasan ʿAlī ibn Muḥammad ibn ʿAbdīb al-Māwardī (d. 450/1058); 147x by al-Wāḥidī al-Nisābūrī (d. 468/1076); 135x by Muqāṭṭil ibn Sulaimān (d. 150/767); 130x by Mağallat al-Risāla (1933-1950); 129x by Ibn Baṭḥāl (d. 449/1057); 125x by Burhān al-Dīn Maḥmūd ibn Abī al-Buṭṭārī (d. 616/1219); 125x by ʿAbd al-Rahmān ʿAṭ-Ṭāʿālībī (d. 875/1479); 116x by Ibn ʿAsākir (d. 571/1176); 116x by ʿAlī al-Qārī (d. 1014/1606); 114x by Ḍāl ad-Dīn al-Maḥfīlī (d. 864/1459); 112x by Abū Bakr Muḥammad ibn al-Mundhir al-Nisābūrī (d. 319/931); 108x by ʿAmāl al-Dīn Abū al-Fadl Muḥammad ibn Mukarram ibn ʿAlī ibn Manṣūr al-Anṣārī (d. 711/1311); 107x by Abī Ḥaḍrī ibn Muḥammad at-Ṭāḥawī (d. 321/933); 105x by Abū al-Qāsim at-Ṭabarānī (d. 360/971); 102x by ʿAbdallāh ibn Muḥammad ibn Abī Shayba (d. 235/849); 102x by Abī Ḥaḍrī ibn Muḥammad al-Saraḥṣi (d. 483/1090); 100x by Abū Gaʿfar Abīd al-Murādī al-Nahlāsī (d. 338/949).

The highest numbers of occurrences of ahl al-ḍīmma (exceeding 50 usages) were found in these authors:

463x by Abū Ḥaḍrī b. Muḥammad al-Saraḥṣī (d. 483/1090); 310x by b. Qayyīm al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350); 179x by Maḥmūd b. Abī Ḥaḍrī b. Muḥammad al-ʿAynī (d. 855/1451); 140x by al-Nawawī (d. 676/1277); 135x by b. ʿAbd al-Barr al-Namarī al-Qurtubī (d. 463/1071); 121x by b. ʿAbd al-Qāsim al-Ṭabarānī (d. 360/971); 115x by Muḥammad b. Idrīs al-Ṣāfī (d. 204/819); 101x by Manṣūr b. Yūnus al-Bahāʾī (d. 1051/1641); 98x by Mālik b. Anas (d. 179/795); 98x by Abū ʿUbayd al-Qāsim b. Sallām (d. 224/839); 93x by al-Bayḥaqī (d. 458/1066); 92x by ʿAbidīn (d. 1252/1836); 90x in Majallat al-Manār (1315-1359/1898-1940); 89x by b. ʿAbd al-Qāsim al-Ṭabarānī (d. 855/1451); 74x by Abī Ḥaḍrī b. ʿAbdallāh al-Qalqasandī al-Misrī b. Abī Ghudda (d. 821/1418); 70x by b. al-Humām al-Sīwāsī (d. 861/1457); 67x by Ḥamīd ibn Maḥlād ibn Qutaiba (b. Zanjawaih) (d. 251/865); 67x by b. Nuḥaym (d.
Ahl Al-Ḍimma vs. Ahl Al-Kitāb in Islam: synonyms or different terms?

970/1563); 66x by ʿAbd al-Razzāq al-Ṣanʿānī (d. 211/826); 65x by Faḥr al-Dīn al-Zaylaʿī (d. 743/1342); 64x by Abū Bakr Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm b. al-Mundhir al-Mundhirī al-Nīsābūrī (d. 319/931); 64x by Muḥammad b. Muḥammad al-Ḥaṭīb al-Ṣirbīnī (d. 977/1569); 61x by Burhān al-Dīn Muḥammad b. ʿAlī al-Baḥrī (d. 616/1219); 61x in 1906-1915 Majallat al-Muqtabas (1324-1334/1906-1915); 60x by Abū Bakr Masʿūd b. Aḥmad al-Kāsānī (d. 587/1191); 60x by Taqī al-Dīn al-Maqrīzī (d. 845/1441); 59x by Ṣīhāb al-Dīn Abu ʿl-ʿAbbās Ahmad b. Idrīs b. ʿĀlī b. ʿAbdallāh b. Yallīn al-Qarāfī al-Ṣanhājī al-Bahnasī (d. 684/1285); 58x by b. Ḥajar al-Haytamī (d. 974/1567); 58x in Majallat al-Risāla (/1933); 57x by ʿAbdallāh b. M. b. a. Šayba (d. 235/849); 56x by ʿAlī b. Muḥammad al-Maqdisī (d. 763/1362); 56x by Burhān al-Dīn ibn Muḥfīl b. Ṣayba (d. 1384); 54x by Muḥammad b. Muḥammad b. Muḥammad b. Muḥammad b. Maḥmūd al-Bābartī (d. 786/1384); 54x by Muḥammad b. Ṣahb al-Dīn Abu ʿl-Ḥasan ʿAlī b. Muḥammad b. Ḥabīb al-Mawardi (d. 450/1058); 50x by Abū Jaʿfar Muḥammad b. Jaʿfar al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/922); 50x by Jamāl al-Dīn Abu ʿl-ʿAbbās Ahmad b. Mukarram b. ʿAlī b. Manẓūr al-Anṣārī (d. 711/1311).

A complete list for both sets is available from the author.